1. In his paper [4] , I. N. Herstein states as a conjecture the following generalization of the Brauer-Cartan-Hua theorem, "If a subring T of a simple ring A is carried into itself by every automorphism of A, then T = A or T is contained in the center of A."
The results on the Lie-structure of simple rings have been applied in [2 ] to prove this conjecture for simple rings satisfying the descending chain condition (with one exception) (see also [5; 6] ). The same method is taken up in this note and we prove this result for a far wider class of simple rings: simple rings which contain at least one idempotent 9*1. Actually, we extend a result of Hattori [3] and Theorem 2 of [2] to these rings, from which our result follows immediately.
We show also by an example that the conjecture of Herstein is not true in the general case.
2. Let A be a simple algebra over a field T'^GF [2] . In order that the results obtained here will be valid also for simple rings which do not contain a unit, we extend the meaning of "inner automorphism" to include the quasi-inner automorphism which is defined as follows: let xG^4 and let x' be the quasi-inverse of x, that is: x+x'+xx' = 0; then the mapping: y-*y+xy+yx'+xyx' is an automorphism of A. Such an automorphism will also be called an inner automorphism. If A contains a unit, denoted by 1, then we have l+x' = (l+x)_1 and y+xy+yx' +xyx' = (l+x)y(l+x)_1. Thus, in this case, the preceding automorphism is inner in the usual sense. A subspace M of A is said to be an invariant subspace of A if oiM)çZM for every inner automorphism <x of A. We shall use the notation [x, y]=xy-yx, and if C and B are subsets of A then [C, B] will denote the module generated by the set { [c, ¿>]|cGC, bEB\ over F.
Let e^l be an idempotent of A, then we set e' = l -e. If A does not contain the unit 1, we shall still write ae' = a-ae and e'a = a-ea for every aEAWe shall begin with some lemmas. Indeed, the quasi-inverse of m is -u since u -u -u2 = 0; hence, m+um -mu -umuÇiM for every wî£Af. Since M is a submodule of A, it follows that um -mu-umu(E.M. Let X£Fr¿GF [2] such that X^O, 1. Then, since (Xm)2 = 0 it follows that \um-\mu-\2umu
£M. Consequently, \2ium-mu)-X(«w-mu) = ÇK2-X) [ The following simple proof of this theorem is due to the referee: If 5 is an invariant subalgebra of A then it follows by the previous theorem that either S is contained in the center of A, or 53 [A, A ]. In the first case 5 = 0 or S=F and in the latter we show that S = A. Indeed, by Lemma 2 it follows that since 53 [A, A], S contains eAe' and e'Ae, hence their products eAe'Ae = eAe and e'AeAe' = e'Ae', so that S = A. 3 . We conclude this note with an example which disproves the conjecture of Herstein [4] :
Let F be a commutative field of characteristic zero which possesses a nontrivial derivation: g->g', e.g. F-Q(x) be the field of all rational functions in a commutative indeterminate x over the rational field Q with the ordinary derivation d/dx. Consider the ring A = F[t] of all differential polynomials in t defined by the relation gt = tg+g'. This ring is well known to be a simple ring (e.g. [l] 
